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As a resuit o f an excavation near the front o f the Muséum of
M odem A rt at Brussels to a lower level than its foundation, a slow
sliding movement and several fissures were observed. A limit, on
the lower side, of the shearing characteristics could be derived from
the results of deep-sounding tests and on the other hand from the
equilibrium of the building, the safety coefficient being equal to 1 -0,
in the case of no surcharge of the ground layers by the building itself.
In order to stop the sliding phenomena the average height o f the fill
between the buildings, necessary to restore the State of equilibrium in
the case of a surcharge on the ground layers by the walls of the existing construction, was sought. The levelling of several observation
rods made it possible to follow the phenomena and observe the end
of the movement in the period immediately after the final level of the
fill was reached.

A Bruxelles à la suite de déblai près d ’une façade jusqu’à un niveau
situé sous les fondations, se sont produits un glissement lent de la
façade et une fissuration du bâtiment. Une limite inférieure des
caractéristiques de cisaillement a été déterminée d ’une p art à partir
d’essais de pénétration antérieurs et d ’autre p art en admettant
l’équilibre strict lorsque la façade ne transm et pas de charge au sol.
Pour arrêter le glissement, on a cherché le niveau moyen jusqu’auquel
il fallait remblayer pour avoir l’équilibre en adm ettant que le mur
transmette les charges au sol. Les mesures de tassement ont mis en
évidence l’arrêt du mouvement à la fin de la période de remblai.

In the centre of Brussels, on the slope of the hill that covers
the south-east part of the town, lies a building containing
among others the archives of the Kingdom and the Muséum
of M odem Art. This building is to be replaced by a new
construction that will be built progressively. A first stage in
the building project was the construction of the Albertine
Library next to the Archive House which is at present remaining. Fig. 1 gives a général view of the différent constructions.
The building A is the part remaining, containing the archives
and the muséum; B shows the Albertine Library in course of
construction; and between the two buildings stands an old
retaining wall, indicated by the letter C. Fig. 2, gives a crosssection DE, showing the important différence in the levels of
the two buildings. The front of the building A, facing the new
Library, is founded on a sériés of arches with masonry
columns at the level + 43 -40, carried on stone piers down to
+ 39-80. The level of the building itself is approximately
+ 50-00. The new construction is on a much lower level, and
during our first visit we found the ground level, next to the
new building, at + 37-00. Under these conditions the con
struction of the new building went on. In September 1954 the
Govemmental Institute on Soil Mechanics was called in to
examine several fissures in the walls of the remaining part of
the old building. The question was whether further fissuring
could be expected, which would be very dangerous, and whether
it would be possible to take adequate measures to prevent more
damage. Immediately the whole building was put under
observation and a certain number of levelling rods, indicated
by little crosses and the letters T or R on the plan shown in
Fig. 1, were periodically levelled by the Topographie Service
of the Belgian Ministry of Public Works. At the same time
we made a study of the equilibrium of the building. We could
find some indication of the nature of the soil underneath in a
sériés of reports made by De Beer in the years 1942-45 when a
comparatively extensive soil investigation had to be made in

the surroundings and a certain number of borings and deepsounding tests were made to get a général view of the area.
The results of this examination indicate a rather heterogeneous
soil. The water table was so low that it did not directly in
fluence the stability of the construction. Fig. 3 shows the
results of the deep-sounding tests VIII and X I together with the
relevant boring profiles L and H (see Fig. 1 for the location of
these tests).
The observation of the building and a thorough examination
of the existing cracks made it possible to get a clear idea of the
equilibrium-disturbance. The diagrams at the bottom of
Fig. 1 show settlement curves and settlement différences
observed during the observation period for the rods R 12 to 30
and T 11 to 29 along two sections parallel to the front of the
building. The movement was followed for 80 days and found
to be very pertinent to the problem. These indications permit
the conclusion that: (1) the front of the building was settling
along its whole length and showed a maximum settlement
almost in the middle, at the end of the retaining wall ; (2) the
section along the inside of the building showed only a very
small movement (Rods 11 to 29).
The nature and the direction of the cracks confirmed the
hypothesis of the rotational movement of a part of the building
towards the excavation. A distinct breaking away from the
rest of the building could be observed next to a heating pipe
in the middle of the hall (see Figs. 1 and 2) and at the frames
of the doors between the différent rooms. It made it possible
to localize fairly exactly the place of the sliding surface. The
toe of this surface could not be seen, but the existence of the
new construction, founded on piles and showing no movement
at ail, gave some information about this point. Although the
most critical cross-section was certainly the section DE, we
had to take into account the third dimension of the problem
and computations were made with an average sliding surface,
the toe of which is indicated by the line X Y in Fig. 1. It could
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Fig. 1 General view—sketch showing the foundation of the front wall ; seulement o f two rows of observation rods
Plan de situation—Schéma m ontrant la fondation de la façade; tassement de deux lignes de repères

also be admitted that the sliding surface would pass through the
stone pier foundation, the latter being built very roughly
without rings or any reinforcement against horizontal forces.
Whereas ail the data followed from the method of construction
and the existing topography, some assumptions were necessary
about the shearing characteristics. We had no data conceming
the strata under the building itself, but it was possible to find
some limits for these characteristics. A lower limit could be
derived from the results of the deep-sounding tests. D e B e e r
(Données concernant la résistance au cisaillement desduites
des essais de pénétration en profondeur, Géotechnique, 1,22) has
shown that it is indeed possible to calculate the angle of
apparent friction <f>' from the results of the deep-sounding test.
These angles correspond to a movement under quick loading
and can be considered as a lower limit : Fig. 4 shows the results
of the calculations. The average angle of apparent friction <f>'
between + 50-00 and + 36-00 is about 27 degrees in the test
VIII and 17 degrees in the test XI. A second limit can be

found from the following reasoning. Observation of the
building shows that the sliding is very slow and only proceeds
when the deformation of the building is big enough to transmit
further loads. It can be assumed that the ground itself, without
any surcharge, would be stable. A first sériés of computations
was made to determine the shearing characteristics necessary
to give a factor of safety j equal to 1-0, the building itself forming a bridge supported by the stable ground at the extremities.
Fig. 5 shows the results of these computations made by Taylor’s
method. It can be seen that with <f>= 29 degrees and c = 0-3
t/m 2 the slope is in the limit state of equilibrium: the actual
values must certainly be equal to or higher than these. On the
other hand it was clear that the slope loaded locally by the
weight corresponding to that part of the building above it, and
without the favourable influence of the extreme parts of the
construction, could not be stable. For stability it would
be necessary to have an angle of internai friction <f>= 31
degrees 20 minutes and c = 0-3 t/m 2 (see Fig. 6). These

Fig. 2
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Fig. 3 Deep-soundings V III and X I and borings L and H
Essais de pénétration VIII et X I et forages L et H
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Diagram of <f> and <f>'
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Fig. 4 Diagrams of <j>and 4>' derived from the results of the deep-sounding tests
Diagrammes des angles <f>et <f>'déduits des résultats des essais de pénétration
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Fig. 5 Shearing characteristics necessary to find a safety coefficient equal to 1-0 with
no surcharge on the ground layers
Caractéristiques de cisaillement nécessaire pour avoir l’équilibre strict, lorsque
le mur de façade ne transmet pas de charge
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values could thus be considered as an upper limit of the
shearing characteristics.
The conclusion is that the actual shearing résistance must be
between <j>= 29 degrees and <j>= 37 degrees 20 minutes with
c = 0-3 t/m 2.
The next step in the study was to find what measures could be
taken to stop the movement. It was obvious that the solution
could be found by filling up in part the space between the two

of equilibrium. Computations were made for fills of différent
levels. It was found that an average fill to the level + 41-60
would give a coefficient of safety s = 1-08 (see Fig. 7).
In accordance with these results and conclusions the toe of
the slope was loaded. The ground level was raised to + 43 -50
at the central part of the new construction, next to the damaged
building, and decreased gradually to + 39-40 in order to obtain
the average level of + 41-60. In the meantime however a

<f>=29°C=0-3 t/m2 SRy -- 20 00m
/?2 -16 00 m
f>3- 12-00 m
Ri, -10 00m
Fig. 6

Shearing characteristics necessary to find a safety coefficient
equal to 1 -0 with a surcharge on the ground layers
Valeur nécessaire des caractéristiques de cisaillement pour
avoir l’équilibre strict lorsque le m ur de façade transmet
les charges du bâtiment

buildings. In that way the toe of the slope would be loaded
and the factor of safety raised : also, since the actual values of
the shearing résistance were not available, computations had
to be made with values erring on the safe side. We decided to
consider the ground as a homogeneous material with <f>= 29
degrees and c = 0 -3 t/m 2 in accordance with the above described
calculations. Under these conditions we sought to find the
height of fill between the buildings necessary to restore the state

Fig. 7
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Coefficient of safety for given height o f the fill
Coefficient de sécurité p o u r un niveau de remblai donné

severe winter retarded the execution of this project. At the end
of December 1954 the first works were carried out, nearly to
the level + 39-00 on the most dangerous section. In the
middle of February the ground level was at + 43 -50 and the
final height was reached in the middle of April. Meanwhile
the levelling of the observation rods was continued. Fig. 8
shows, as a function of time, the settlement of two characteristic points (R 21 and T 20). It is possible to distinguish
clearly the practically uniform movement in the period from
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Settlement of two characteristic points as a function o f time
Courbe de tassement dans le temps de deux repères caractéristiques

1-10-54 to 17-1-55. From this time on the movement was
influenced by the first measures taken to check the sliding
phenomena. The end of the settlement was observed after
16-6-55, that is to say in the period immediately after the final
level of the fill was reached.
In this contribution we think that we have shown that the
method of computation adopted for the treatment of the

problem of sliding surfaces causing severe damage to buildings
corresponds very well to reality. It may be of some use for
similar cases in the future.
The tests and studies described were performed at the Belgian
Governmental Institute o f Soil Mechanics and are published with
the permission o f Professor E. De Beer, Director o f the Institute.
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